Improved interpretation of digitized mammography with wavelet processing: a localization response operating characteristic study.
Our objective was the implementation and evaluation of a novel enhancement technique for improved interpretation of high-resolution digitized mammograms from computer monitors. A wavelet algorithm was designed to attenuate the image spectral characteristics responsible for the long-range image correlation that often interferes with digital display. The algorithm was evaluated with a localization response operating characteristic (LROC) experiment with 500 negative, benign, and cancer cases with masses and calcification clusters. Three observers reviewed the original and wavelet-enhanced images on a 5-Mpixel monitor using a custom-made workstation user interface. Performance indexes were estimated for four different case combinations, each observer, and each interpretation mode. Wavelet enhancement improved the performance of all observers in all case combinations. Detection accuracy ranged from 0.678 to 0.827 for the unprocessed original data and 0.709-0.871 for the enhanced cases. Localization accuracy ranged from 0.547 to 0.785 for the original images and 0.568-0.847 for the enhanced cases, yielding increases of 5-15%. The difference between enhanced and original performances was statistically significant at the 0.10 level and in a few combinations at the 0.05 level. Soft-copy digitized mammography could replace standard film mammography under appropriate display parameters and conditions. The optimization of the soft-copy quality is expected to require more advanced processing techniques than standard gray-scale adjustments. Wavelet-based algorithms, such as the one proposed here, offer better soft-copy quality than the originals and a better starting point for additional manual gray-scale adjustments or automated postprocessing.